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The SILVERSIDA series
Ceramic fantastic!












IKEA storage school
A simple recipe for an organised kitchen






New work by IKEA Artist in Residence: Annie Leibovitz
How we really live at home







Style report
Classic blue & white






The latest Nytillverkad collection is here
Vintage products, reissued






Add a little extra to your everyday
It's the small but special things that make everyday life just a bit brighter. Here are some ideas on how to treat yourself right, every day!
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Good morning!
Enjoy easy overnight oats


	




A wild swim workout
Spend some time in nature


	
Make grocery shopping special
Bring some blooms home


	
Wrap up the day with a smile
Dance the night away!
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IKEA in the 80s
Design flashback!






IKEA storage school
Ideas for a more organised home







It's here! Check out the new
Life at Home Report








The DAJLIEN collection is here!
Design your home workout






IKEA storage school
Boost a small bedroom











Explore our first ever
IKEA Yearbook!






The VÄXELBRUK collection
From uniforms to fresh designs







IKEA storage school
The ABCs of children's storage







LOCKEBO worktops in recycled glass
In the test lab










Global Refugee Forum 2023
Providing opportunities and respect







Cosy celebrations
A global gathering







Warm up your home for the holidays
Cosy in the countryside










1980 until today
KLIPPAN through the years







The IKEA Foundation
Reaching goals, together












Explore a colourful home
Beyond the (storage) box






A full-blast festive look
Scandi party ready!







Vintage designs, back again!
Nytillverkad collection







So, you think you're a fan?
The IKEA icons quiz!






Collab with Hanna Linnéa Ryd
A pink palace fit for a queen







The history of a delicious icon
Great moments in meatballs






Student life in Sweden
Starting small in the city







Family apartment in Sweden
Packed with personality







IKEA around the world
Big in Japan






IKEA around the world
Olá, Portugal!






The stories behind the products
Democratic design dispatches straight from the heart of Älmhult.
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Designed by Iina Vuorivirta
SYMFONISK lamp


	
Designed by Mikael Axelsson
BURVIK table


	
Designed by Akanksha Deo
BRÖNDEN rug


	
Designed by Maja Ganszyniec
RÖNNINGE chair


	
Designed by Sarah Fager and Henrik Preutz
FRÖSET chair
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Country living
A visit to a Swedish farmhouse







Making design dreams come true, one project at a time
The extra mile







A world of inspiration for your home 
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